EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF DAMAGE EVOLUTION IN CONCRETE UNDER HIGH-CYCLE FATIGUE
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Abstract: The current knowledge about fatigue behavior of concrete is still incomplete. This concerns especially the progress of fatigue which precedes the fatigue failure. Therefore, the process of fatigue itself under cyclic compressive loading was investigated in a systematic and comprehensive way. The aim of this investigation was to obtain a deeper insight and to provide a better understanding of the damage process occurring within the material during fatigue loading. Concrete cylinders were tested with a number of cycles to failure between $10^6$ and $10^7$. To investigate macroscopic and microscopic changes in the material, various methods of non-destructive and destructive testing were used. One main result was, in contrast to other authors, that the investigated changes in macroscopic material behavior could not be explained only by a development of micro-cracks. The results indicated rather, that the related changes in the fatigue behavior are mainly a result of viscous processes in the hardened cement paste, similar to the processes of creep. Based on the experimental results a description of the possible processes was derived which take place in the material structure during fatigue loading and also leads to the observed macroscopic changes in the material behavior. In this context, the results have shown that in case of isotropic material behavior a stiffness reduction related to a scalar value could not capture the damage effect on the stress-strain-relationship caused by fatigue.

1 INTRODUCTION

Fatigue behavior of concrete has been a part of research on concrete since over 100 years [20]. In spite of this long history of research and numerous scientific works today, there are still many gaps of knowledge in regard to fatigue of concrete. Reasons for this fact can be found in the complex material behavior of the heterogeneous concrete as well as in the expensive experiments that are necessary. In contrast to this situation the subject of concrete fatigue becomes more and more relevant. The part of cyclic loads in structures is still growing as a result of the trend to filigree structures, an increasing traffic as well as new fields of application, e.g. offshore wind...
Most of the previous investigations were focused on the fatigue strength and associated influence factors. Meaning that the numbers of cycles until fatigue failure were typically counted for derivation of S-N-curves for different types of concrete as well as for different load levels. Examples are the works of [4, 5, 9, 10, 12, 13, 17, 21]. The process of fatigue itself, which takes place in the material through the complete cyclic loading and finally leads to the fatigue failure, is still less investigated. That applies especially for high-cyclic loading. Thereby changes in the material structure and the material behavior taking place through the whole fatigue process.

Some previous works considered particularly low-cycle behavior at which tension and compression loading has to be differentiated. Thereby also the fatigue process was partially considered with the help of non-destructive and destructive testing methods. E.g. [1, 14, 15] have studied the process of compressive cyclic loadings. The fatigue process under tension or bending cyclic loading was analyzed by e.g. [2, 19]. The knowledge about concretely crack development is very rarely available. This was predominantly investigated for the field of low-cycle tension loadings, e.g. [16, 19]. And only a few results exist for the range of cyclic compressive loadings.

Results for relevant high-cycle compressive loadings are also rarely available. Only a few authors have partly done some investigation in relation to fatigue process within the investigations of fatigue strength. However, this is all very fragmentary. In this context for example the works of [3, 6, 7, 8, 11] can be referred. Systematic investigations of the fatigue process under high-cycle compressive loading together with various non-destructive and destructive testing methods are currently not available as far as the author knows.

Therefore the goal of the presented work was to investigate the fatigue process of concrete under high-cycle compressive loading at the macro- as well as at the micro-level. Based on the relevant knowledge of the existing research, systematic experimental investigation of the fatigue process was done. For that various methods of non-destructive and destructive testing were used to get a better understanding of the processes in the material structure. This paper is presenting a part of the performed experiments and the obtained results, which can be found in detail in [18].

2 MATERIAL AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Within this experimental investigation only one concrete mixture was used. This is a result of the intention of this project to be focused on the principal damage process which occurs during cyclic loading of concrete. Therefore a simple normal strength concrete of grade C40/50 was used. Table 1 shows the composition of the concrete mixture.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>w/c ratio</th>
<th>water [kg/m³]</th>
<th>cement [kg/m³]</th>
<th>super plast. [kg/m³]</th>
<th>aggregates [kg/m³]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.461</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>375</td>
<td>5.25</td>
<td>1,815</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the fatigue test cylindrical specimens with $d/h = 1/3$ were chosen (see Figure 1). The ratio of $d/h = 1/3$ is needed to get an undisturbed loading area in the middle part of the specimen for the experiments.

![Figure 1: Dimensions of specimens (left) and specimen in test configuration (right).](image)
The boundary area of the specimen is strongly influenced because of the much lower transverse strain of the steel loading plates from the testing rig. A sketch of the specimen shape and a picture of a specimen in testing configuration are shown in Figure 1.

The average 28-day compressive strength of cubes with 150x150 mm was 64 N/mm² and for the cylinders 55 N/mm². A constant-amplitude cyclic compressive load was applied to the specimens. The used loading program is schematically shown in Figure 2 and consists of sine waves which are interrupted in regular intervals for purpose of measuring. At this section different kinds of loading ramps were performed including a complete loading and unloading as a hysteresis.

![Figure 2: Loading scheme for fatigue tests.](image)

The different load levels were chosen in such way that fatigue failure occurs after approximately 10⁶ load cycles. The load values are given in Table 2.

**Table 2: Load values for high-cyclic loading**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Load</th>
<th>$S_0$</th>
<th>$S_{min}$</th>
<th>$S_m$</th>
<th>$S_{max}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S [-]</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F [kN]</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>239</td>
<td>326</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma$ [N/mm²]</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>19.9</td>
<td>31.1</td>
<td>42.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

They are determined as relative load values normalized by the static compressive strength.

$$S_{max} = \frac{\sigma_{max}}{f_c}$$

In principle a 3-phased process of evolution occurs during the fatigue process in the concrete which is schematically illustrated in Figure 3. Phase I reaches up to 10-20 % of fatigue life. Strong changes take place in this phase which decay to the end of phase I. Phase II is running up to 80-90 % of fatigue life and shows a stabilized evolution of changing. In phase III the changes are strongly increasing and the behavior becomes unstable until the failure occurs.

![Figure 3: General typical development of fatigue process in concrete with 3 phases.](image)

All fatigue experiments were monitored with manifold kinds of measuring methods. Applied non-destructive methods were measuring the stains with strain gauges, surface deformations with the system ARAMIS from GOM Company, acoustic emissions, ultrasonic signals, E-moduli as well as stress-strain-relationship out of hysteretic load loops. Residual static strength tests, optical microscopy as well as electron scattering microscopy were used during destructive investigations.

The non-destructive methods were applied in a series of tests which were performed up to fatigue failure. To carry out the destructive methods specimens were loaded to different certain points of fatigue life. This was only possible by a new developed method which estimates the current status of fatigue life during the fatigue tests based on the findings of the 100 % fatigue tests. Using this method, specimens reaching 90 %, 50 % and 10 % of fatigue life were generated. Additionally, some new and totally unloaded specimens were also investigated.

### 3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Within the framework of this investigation 34 specimens were tested and investigated
under high-cycle loading. Table 3 shows the loading cycles reached and also the duration of the tests.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Specimens</th>
<th>Load Cycles</th>
<th>Average Duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>210,000-14.6 Mio</td>
<td>22h – 36 days</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The received results can be differentiated in macroscopic and microscopic observations. Therefore, they are presented separately in the following.

3.1 Macroscopic observations

General knowledge about macroscopic fatigue behavior, like strain development or fatigue load cycles, can be found in several publications, e.g. [7, 8, 10, 13, 21]. In contrast the present results are focused on substantial changes in relation to fatigue process in the material.

The main effect on the material behavior exhibits in the change of the stress-strain-relationship. The cyclic loading leads to a changing process from the beginning where the stress-strain-relationship is continuously modified. This process has a 3-phased evolution like the illustrated curve in Figure 3. In regular intervals the stress-strain-relationship was determined between the load levels $S_0$ and $S_{max}$. Such a recorded evolution of the stress-strain-relationship is illustrated in Figure 4. In this diagram 400,000 load cycles are between each hysteric loop. The last hysteresis was measured shortly before fatigue failure.

It can be seen that the loading curve becomes a curvature reversal in phase I. The relation between stress and strain becomes more and more nonlinear. So, the material behavior changes partly significantly.

An indication of the processes in the material is given by the measured acoustic emissions. They are generated in the specimens by crack initiation, crack growth and friction of crack surfaces. With piezoelectric sensors which are mounted on the specimen surfaces these acoustic emissions were directly detected during the tests. A typical development of the acoustic emission hit rate during the fatigue life is illustrated in Figure 5.

The main effect on the material behavior exhibits in the change of the stress-strain-relationship. The cyclic loading leads to a changing process from the beginning where the stress-strain-relationship is continuously modified. This process has a 3-phased evolution like the illustrated curve in Figure 3. In regular intervals the stress-strain-relationship was determined between the load levels $S_0$ and $S_{max}$. Such a recorded evolution of the stress-strain-relationship is illustrated in Figure 4. In this diagram 400,000 load cycles are between each hysteric loop. The last hysteresis was measured shortly before fatigue failure.

It can be seen that the loading curve becomes a curvature reversal in phase I. The relation between stress and strain becomes more and more nonlinear. So, the material behavior changes partly significantly.

An indication of the processes in the material is given by the measured acoustic emissions. They are generated in the specimens by crack initiation, crack growth and friction of crack surfaces. With piezoelectric sensors which are mounted on the specimen surfaces these acoustic emissions were directly detected during the tests. A typical development of the acoustic emission hit rate during the fatigue life is illustrated in Figure 5.

Here a 3-phased evolution can be again determined. During the first loadings a very high acoustic activity is measured. However, after that the hit rate reaches rapidly a minimum and increases slowly during phase II. Only at the end of fatigue life in phase III the hit rate shows an exponential increase which indicates a high micro-crack generation.
3.2 Microscopic observations

The states and changes in the material structure were investigated by non-destructive as well as destructive methods.

**Initial state:** Concrete is characterized through his strongly heterogeneous structure which basically consists of aggregates, hardened cement paste, interfacial transition zones and voids. Because all of them have very different material properties complex interactions take place.

![Initial State 0%](image)

*Figure 6:* Typical micro-crack structure within hardened cement paste taken by SEM.

The pictures from totally new and unloaded concrete taken by SEM show a fine and distinct structure of micro-cracks at the hardened cement paste. Figure 6 shows exemplary such a structure of micro-cracks in hardened cement paste.

It is assumed that distinct internal stresses are generated in the material structure based on the different material properties of the components especially during the process of hydration. This leads finally to tension stresses in the hardened cement paste and thereby to a distinct and arbitrary oriented structure of micro-cracks.

**Load distribution under cyclic loadings:**

Under exterior loading respectively during cyclic loading of concrete a very inhomogeneous stress and strain distribution appears in the material structure based on the high heterogeneity of concrete. The aggregates act stiffer and more elastic while the hardened cement paste acts weaker and visco-plastic. Thereby complex multi axial stress states arise in the concrete in spite of uniaxial exterior loading. With the measuring system ARAMIS it was possible to determine strain distribution based on digital image correlation at the surface of the specimen. In Figure 7 the measurement at a point of 50 % fatigue life is illustrated exemplary.

![Vertical strain](image)

![Horizontal strain](image)

*Figure 7:* Strain distribution at specimen surface at 50 % fatigue life under top load $S_{\text{max}}$ taken by digital image correlation with ARAMIS. Left vertical and right horizontal strain components.
They show clearly a strong inhomogeneous distribution of strains for the vertical (left) as well as for the horizontal (right) strain component. Furthermore, they document a strong dependency of direction (anisotropy) as well as partly a very high local concentration of strains.

These results can lead to the conclusion that strong inhomogeneous distributions of stress in concrete structure are possible. **State of cracks:** With the help of the destructive investigation by optical microscopy, the structure of micro-cracks was investigated at four different states of fatigue life. A quantitative analyze was performed, see Figure 8. Among other things the average crack widths as well as the sum of crack length were determined in the investigated area.

![Figure 8: Observed development of average micro-crack width and sum of micro-crack length.](image)

It must be considered that every state of fatigue life was determined at another specimen because of the destructive method. Therefore an observation of the development of a precise crack structure in a specimen is not possible. Based on that fact a general scatter is shown in the outcomes. However, in both measured values a very similar tendency could be seen. In phase I and II no significant development in the existing micro-crack structure was determined. Even the crack length shows a minor decrease. Only at the end of the fatigue life in phase III a significant increase in the micro-crack structure was observed.

These results are in correlation with the determined developments of the acoustic emission hit rate (see Figure 5) as well as with the results of the residual static strength which also shows only a significant change in phase III. The strong respectively partly very significant changes in the material behavior during phase I and II are therefore assumedly caused by strong time dependent processes in the material structure.

4 ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Derived process within material

Based on the above presented experimental results an explanation of the possible processes in the material structure under fatigue loadings is presented in the following. In general the correlation in the developments of the various measured values indicates that prior visco-plastic deformations in the hardened cement paste are responsible for the strong changes of the material behavior. This applies especially for phase I and II of the fatigue process. **Initial state:** Because of the strong heterogeneous material structure of concrete and the very different material properties of the several components a distinct state of internal stresses appears during the process of hydration. This leads also to a distinct structure of micro-cracks in the hardened cement paste with fine and arbitrary oriented micro-cracks. Thereby the unloaded state of concrete is quasi pre-damaged.

**Processes in phase I and II:** Under external compressive loading a strongly inhomogeneous stress distribution occurs in the material structure, as can be seen in Figure 7. Based on the stiffness differences between aggregates and hardened cement paste, high stress concentrations are developed between big and nearby arranged aggregates. These are predominantly oriented in parallel to the external load direction. This state is schematically illustrated in Figure 9 (left). There were high stresses generated while in the surrounding areas significantly lower stresses exists. In these areas of stress concentration the existing micro-cracks in the hardened cement paste, which are orientated perpendicularly to the load direction, will be
pressed together. This is illustrated in the left part of Figure 9 (left). Furthermore, additional visco-plastic deformations in the hardened cement paste will be activated. In contrast to this the areas with lower stresses remain elastic. At this point rarely acoustic emissions were measured in the experiments (see Figure 5).

If the loading will be reduced (during unloading) the surrounding areas with lower stresses and elastic behavior will deform back nearly complete. This state is illustrated in Figure 9 (right). Because of the areas in hardened cement paste with load concentrations and visco-plastic deformations which are not able to deform back tension stress will be generated there. The consequence is that these micro-cracks in the hardened cement paste which are oriented normally to the load direction will be opened and also grow based on this tension stresses. Probably new micro-cracks are rarely generated there because the existing micro-crack structure absorbs the tension stress. By these opening processes in the existing micro-crack structure during the unloading process significant measureable acoustic emissions are generated as well as the hardened cement paste structure will be clearly loosened. The here described processes in the hardened cement paste leads finally to the changes in the stress-strain-relationship which were shown in Figure 4. Under loading an effect of stiffening based on the closing of the micro-cracks occurs. In the state nearby the unloaded condition the loosening in the concentration areas leads to a significant stiffness reduction of the hardened cement paste.

**Processes in phase III:** Based on the reached degree of damage in the structure only in phase III a significant and strong increasing generation of micro-cracks begins. This fact was shown by the acoustic emission in Figure 5 as well as by the analyzed states of micro-crack structure in Figure 8. The reasons for this are probably local losses of bearing capacity in areas of high load concentrations. They lead to an increasing loose of bearing capacity in the complete specimen. The increasing micro-cracks merges to macro-cracks which finally composes fracture surfaces for the fatigue failure.

**Processes within phase I and II at meso scale**

![Figure 9: Schematic illustration of processes occurring within the concrete structure under loading (left) and under unloading process (right).](image-url)
4.2 Fatigue damage

After a possible description of the processes occurring in the concrete structure during fatigue loading was presented a short consideration of the fatigue damage itself will be given below. In Figure 10 the impact of the fatigue process on the stress-strain-relationship is schematically illustrated. Basically the fatigue process leads to permanent deformations as well as to changes of the material stiffness. For concrete typically a linear elastic behavior is assumed what is described with $E_0$.

![Figure 10](image)

**Figure 10**: Schematic illustration of the impact of fatigue damage on stress-strain-relationship.

The effect of material damage on the material behavior is commonly taken in to account as a reduction of the material stiffness with the help of a scalar damage variable $D$:

$$E_D = E_0(1-D)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

This approach is illustrated with the straight lines in Figure 10. In comparison to the real curve of stress-strain-relationship damaged by cyclic loading it can be clearly seen that this approach is not adequate to characterize the real behavior. The change of the stress-strain-relationship is strongly stress dependent and it is not possible to describe this change by a scalar damage variable. While at the lower stress level a significant decrease of stiffness occurs at the upper stress level a clear increase of stiffness takes place. Within the performed tests after 50 % of fatigue life these stiffness changes amounts -25 % at lower and +15 % at upper stress level that also can be seen in Figure 10. Based on this facts for a realistic description of the material behavior of concrete a stress dependent approach for damage $D(\sigma)$ is necessary:

$$E_D(\sigma) = E_0(1-D(\sigma))$$ \hspace{1cm} (3)

Such an approach is only possible to realize based on a further extensive experimental investigation.

5 CONCLUSIONS

In the here presented investigation the damage process in concrete under high-cycle compressive loading has been observed. Thereby with the help of several destructive and non-destructive measurement methods the damage process in concrete was considered both at a macro- as well as at a micro-level. The following results were obtained within this investigation:

- The complete stress-strain-relationship is significant changed during the fatigue process.
- Hardened cement paste at the initial state is characterized by a fine micro-crack structure which plays a major role for the fatigue process.
- Under cyclic compressive loading a strong inhomogeneous strain and stress distribution occurs in the material structure containing high local concentratations.
- A significant development in micro-crack structure could only be determined at phase III of fatigue process.
- The observed complex behavior of concrete is substantially defined by its heterogeneous material structure.

Based on these experimental results a possible description of the occurring processes in the material structure during the fatigue process has been derived. Therein visco-plastic deformations of hardened cement paste play a substantial role for the changes taking place in the material behavior during fatigue process. Furthermore, it was pointed out that the effect of the fatigue damage on the stress-strain-
relationship is a strong stress-dependent value. This effect could not be described suitable by a scalar damage value D.

Based on the here presented results, continuative investigations are intended to get a more detailed understanding of the fatigue process in concrete.
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